problem. The latter lgorithm w used but not explained in [22] , so we will go into some details.
There is a good reason for comparing these particular problems. In the case of max-cut the combinatorial structure of the feasible set, the cut polytope, does not depend on the data. The max-cut polytope is very well studied in the lierature (see e.g. the survey of Poljak and Tuza [35] or the forthcoming book of Deza and Laurent [10] ), and many classes of valid inequalities are known. The quadratic 0-1 knapsack problem is strongly related to max-cut. Indeed, it can be interpreted as max-cut with one additional constraint. In spite of this close elationship the underlying polyhedron differs substantially from the cut polytope, because it depends on the data. We will see that this has consequences for cutting plane algorithms.
Cutting plane methods have become a standard echnique for solving combinatorial optimization problems. Iteratively one computes an optimal solution of relaxation. If it is not feasible for the original problem, the separation problem must be solved, ie. find inequaliies that are valid for the original problem but cut off the current point
In integer linear programming cutting plane algorithms usually employ the simplex method. With the dual simplex method one can incorporate the optimal solution of the previous relaxation in order to compute the optimal solution of the current relaxation. This possibility of restarting is missing in nterior point algorithms. However, interior point algorthms offer other possibilities which ay compensate for this disadvantage (see e.g. [30] ).
In semidefinite programming there is currently no practical alternative to interior point methods. As in linear programmng a general scheme for reopti mization is missing, although the design of efficient restart routines seems possi ble if a large part of the central path associated with the semidefinite relaxation runs inside the underlying combinatorial polytope. This property makes certai strategies work well for max-cut which fail for quadratic knapsack problems. n solving semidefinite relaxations by interior point methods computation time increases rapidly with the number of cuttng planes added. This is due to the fact that all inequalities contribute to the computation of the step di rection. Furthermore interior point methods offer little possibility to exploit the sparsity of constraint or cost matrices. Since typically hundreds of violated inequalities can be found, efficiency requirements necessitate the selection of a small efficacious subset. The problem of deciding on the cutting planes to be added can be approached from two points of view. On the one hand we would like to know the strength of cutting planes for the problem in general. How much do certain classes of inequalities improve the initial relaxation? Is there a hierarchy of cuts, ie. do some hyperplanes guarantee the feasibility of other ones? On the other hand, from a computational point of view it is important to select those cutting planes which improve the current relaxation with espect to the current cost function the most. Some partial answers are given in [22] for the quadratic 0-1 knapsack problem. We address this question here from a practical point of view. n order to locate the most expensive operations within semidefinie interior point methods we give a concise description of the interior point method in Section 2. In Section 3 we outline the cutting plane algorithm of max-cut. I doing so we will mention possible generalizations and point out several open problems. Section 4 gives a detailed description of our cutting plane algorithm for the quadratic 0-1 knapsack problem. We will be able to build on experience from max-cut, but some fundamental differences will become evident. I Section 5 we summarize the conclusions and point out further directions of research.
real (natural, integral) numbers real (natural, integral) column vector of dimension n m x n, n x real matrices n x n symmetric real matrices A is (symmetric) positive semidefinite, positive definit identity of appropriate size or of ize n -th column of / vector of all ones of approprate dimension
,
Unless explicitly stated otherwise all matrices that we consider here are symmetric and vectors are interpreted as columns he nterior Point Metho
To demonstrate the most expensive operations within one "Newtonstep of the interior point code we briefly sketch the main steps of the computation of the search direction. The search direction is based on the linearization AXZ+XAZ which was introduced n [21, 25] . Consider the primaldual pair of semidefini programs The two most expensive operations within each ieration of the interior point algorithm are the construction of M and its factorization. For the construction of M one can exploit the structure of the constraint matrices A. In particular most of the constraints described in this paper are of the form vv or vw Regarding the work required to factor M one should realize that in general X and Z l , and hence M, are dense matrices. Therefore the factorization of requires m 3 /3 arithmetic operations (see [15] ) For cutting plane algorithms m grows quickly. Thus the factorization is the bottleneck of the algorithm. I consequence it is advisable to keep the number of cuttng planes small We mention that for large m it pays to employ a predictor corrector approach to make better use of the expensive factorization. This issue will not be discussed here.
ax-ut
In the following we explain some typical problems arising in semidefinite cutting plane methods by investigating the combinatorial optimization problem
for arbitrary cost matrices C n . If is the Laplace matrix of a graph, (MC) is equivalent to the max-cut problem of the underlying graph. A detailed description of a semidefinite branch and cut algorithm for (MC) is given in [20] . We outline here the most important issues of this approach. To derive the semidefinite relaxation of (MC) we start with x T Cx = (, uß u \* uß uß IS ti positive semidefinite matrix of rank one with all diagonal elements equal to one. Ignoring the rank one constraint we relax xx in form of a positive semidefini matrix X y 0 satisfying diag(X) = . We assume that m cutting planes that we code in the linear operator (X) > e have been added to the initial relaxation. Then the semidefinite relaxation reads
and A E M are the Lagrange multipliers corresponding to the diagonal and the cutting plane constraints, respectively. The slack variables M and t E T are needed when we investigate restart strategies later.
A characteristic property of (MC) is that the combinatorial structure of the feasible set is the same for all problem instances. The semidefinite program SMC) is a relaxation of the cut polytope,
P c
conv \xx E{ -1}"} that has been well studied in the literature (see e.g. the survey by [35] or the forthcoming book [10] ). Its center of gravity is the identity, X = I, which coincides with the analytic center of (SMC) without cutting planes A well centered feasible point is available for all problem instances
Cutting planes
A general family of valid inequalites for P reads consists of an odd number of +1 and -1 entres, hypermetric inequalites are called clique inequalities. Clique inequalities
lways define facets o Pc [4] . Clique inequalities with three nonzero elements specialize to the well known triagle inequalities
The set of all points satisfying all the triangle inequalities defines the so called metric polytope. It is conjectured in [9] that among all valid inequaliies for Pc, the triangle inequalities are those with the least distance to the center / of Pc', the conjecture is proved for all valid inequalities having coefficients in {-11}
Separation and selection.
Since there are 4(g) triangle inequalities and since one iteration of the interior point method requires 0(
operations with m > n, enumeration of all riangle inequaliies is computationally feasible.
outines for separating clique and hypermetric inequalities usually start with triangle inequalities and increase or decrease coefficients of the associated vector b by heuristic rules
There is another idea for separating hypermetric inequalities that has been around for some time. Intuitively good hypermetric cutting planes should be violated as much as possible, i.e. b should be in the null space of the current solution X*. To find such vectors b one tries, for instance, to approximate som random vectors from the null space of X* based on simultaneous Diophantine approximation techniques Although this idea is appealing we could not make it work in practice.
Usually the number of cutting planes that separation routines return exceeds the threshold on the number of inequalites one is willing to include. In this situation it becomes important to rank inequalites. A traditional rule for select ing inequalities is to rank them by their violation with respect to a normalized representation. In the case of (SMC) a geometric ule seems to work better. W connect the current solution X* of (SMC) by a straight line segment with the center of gravity. Violated inequalities intersect this line segment. We choose those inequalities whose intersection is closest to the center of gravity. It might be interesting to experiment with rules that try to analyze the inuence of the new constraints on the dual problem (DMC)
Early separation and restart
If the semidefnite relaxation wraps the polytope under consideration in a "uni form" way, chances stand that the central path starts within the polytope and leaves it just before reaching the optimal solution of the relaxation. In this case it is an excellent strategy to keep looking for violated inequalities with espect to all iterates instead of calling the separation routines only for the optimal solution of the current relaxation. As soon s violatd inequalities are detected, they are added to the problem formulation and the algorithm is restarted. Indeed, in some cases this approach turns out to be a mjor advantage of interior point methods over the simplex method. In particular this strategy works very well for (SMC). In practice we keep looking for violated triangle inequalites only. A violation of these triggers the complete separation machinery.
Problems of this type may also allow for very efficient restart routines. For example it is possible to store all previous iterates, primal and dual variables As soon as the new inequalities are selected, determine the last iterate feasible with respect to all new inequalities and restart from there. What are good choices for the new variables corresponding to the new constraints? The primal slack variables are determined via their defining equations. For the dual variables w explain our approach with respect to (DMC). Because we introduced dual slack variables, we can set the new variables uj to zero and their corresponding slack varables t to one. This causes dual infeasibility on the condiions t -uj± The next iterates are valid upper bounds as long as the uj± variables remain nonpositive. As the Newton step tries to bring t and -uj± together while keeping t positive, the next step usually yields negative values for uj±. For all negative values of uj± we can eset the t values correctly. Even without resetting infeasibilities disappear afer roughly three iterations For machines with rather stringent memory constraints it might not be pos sible to store all previous iterates if n is large. To overcome this difficulty w construct a new X that remains close to the old iterate. This can be achieved by selecting a point on the straight line segment connecting the current iterate and the center of gravity in such a way that all new inequalities are satisfied strictly. Since the straight line segment is close to the central path and the early separation approach stops the algorithm as soon as a violated inequalit is detected, the current iterat is at most "one interior point step" away from feasibiliy. This makes it likely that the new X stays close to the current iterate. Therefore the pair consistng of the new X and the dual variables associated with the current ierate remains sufficiently clos to the central path. Regarding the new variables associated with the new inequalities we apply the approach outlined above. Computational results show that about three iterations suffice to remove infeasibilities without loss of quality i primal and dual solutions
Elimination of inequalities
A negative side effect of an early restart is that the dual variables do not have time to converge to zero. Therefore no indicator is available for recognizing redundant inequalities. To avoid massive accumulation of inequalities, it is nec essary to compute the optimal solution of the current relaxation after applying an early separation routine ten times, say. Having computed the optimal solution, all inequalities are sorted with respect to their dual cost and all inequalities with "small" dual variables are eliminated this makes sense if the right hand sides are normalized to one as in (DMC)).
The elimation of inequalities makes it difficult to us the the estart procedure that works with the stor previous iterates, because the dual variabl may not be feasible any more. On the other hand it is also difficult to apply a restart procedure that works without storing previous iterates because we can expect that violated inequalities push the new X quite far away from the cur rent optimal solution. Thus the primal dual pair consisting of the new X and the dual variables of the previous iterate will be of poor qualiy. Indeed, after having computed the optimal solution of a relaxation we always restart from the center of Pc • Better procedures for recognizing redundant inequalities early might remedy these difficulties. In linear programming ther is the theoretical concept of Tapia indicators [11] . We are not aware of any practical experience with these indicators for interior point cutting plane algorithms. None the less it may be worth to investigate whether an equivalent indicator exists in semidef inite programming. On the other hand there is still hope that efficient restar procedures for interior point methods will be developed in the future.
Reduced cost fixing.
If the goal is to prove optimaly of a given solution and the relaxation is not strong enough one has to resort to branch and cut An important technique within this framework is reduced cost fixing of variables A linear programming elaxation of (MC) would include the constraints 1 < X{j 1. The dual variable corresponding to an active constraint, say Xij < 1, may suffice to prove that all optimal solutions must satisfy Xij 1. Then we can fix this variable and decrease the dimension of our problem by one. This leads to se rious speedups of the algorithm. In (SMC) the constraints 1 < Xij < 1 are implied by the semidefiniteness constraint. The corresponding dual variables ar not diectly available. In [18] we propose an algorithm for constructing approximate Lagrange multipliers for these constraints. The approach requires the computation of an extremal eigenvalue of the matrix Z + a(e;J + ej f) for each constraint Xj > 1 or Xij 1. Clearly, it suffices to consider candidates Xij which are close to 1 in absolute values. Yet for some instances the number of candidates is still too large. Is there a way to further reduce the number of candidates?
uadratic Knapsack n this section we concentrate on the cutting plane algorithm for the quadratic knapsack problem that was used, but not described, in [22] . A good starting point for our discussions is the close relationship between max-cut and unconstrained quadratic 0-1 programming. The latter asks for an optimal solution of (QP) max
It is well known that (QP) is equivalent to (MC) in n 1 variables [8] . To derive a semidefinite relaxation of (QP) we append a component with Again it is well known that (SQ) and (SMC) are equivalent [19, 26] . In [18] w show that the canonical equivalence ransformation is a scaling (see e.g. [33, 36] of the problem by the invertible matrix
transforms feasible solutions of (SMC) for n + 1 variables into feasible solutions of (SQ) for n variables and vice versa. The adjoint to the inverse of this transformation can be used to transform the constraint matrices of (SMC) into constraint matrices of (SQ) without afecting the right hand sides. This yields an equivalence transformation between the duals of the two representations of the feasible sets. If A is a constraint matrix of SMC), then
B = QAQ
is the corresponding constraint matrix of (SQ). This transformation preserves most of the structure of A. For instance, rank one matrices vv T ransform to rank one representations of . Since sparsy properties o are lso carried over to If (Q) is modelled n ccordance wi thee transformations al statements and hniques wi respect to (SMC) apply to (Q) as well.
We will now consider the easiest" case of constrained quadratic 0-1 programming by adding one linear constraint to (QP). The quadratic knapsack problem reads max (QK) st , n. For 0 we can flip j to for £ {0} U ( o) we can set the corresponding varble to zero. Here, we assume that a, < b, since a, = b llows to decompose the problem. 
Lemma 4.1 [22] The feasible set of (SQK3) is contained in the feasible set of (SQK2), the fasible set of (SQK2) contained in the fasible set of (SQK1).
From a computational point of view (QK2) is not only better than (SQK1) but also faster to compute when there are many inequalities (because of its representation as a dyadic product) Although (SQK3) is a better relaxation than (SQK2), we choose (SQK2) as initial relaxation, because it involves only one additional constraint in contrast to 1. Moreover numerical results indicate that (SQK2) is not much worse than (SQK3) (see Table 1 ).
Computational experiments reveal that with the addition of a few ^repre sentations to (QK2) we achieve the quality of the relaxation (SQK3). We point out that y and (1 ^representations For all indices i and j with a 8 + a,j b we include the constraint yij = 0 in the relaxation. This is not only a strengthening of the relaxation but also ensures the existence of strictly feasible solutions throughout the cutting plane algorithm. Suppose we would not include one such constraint yj 0. Then the separation routines might return the triangle inequality yij > 0 and the knapsack specific cutting plane yij < 0. In this cas there would be no strictly feasible solution satisfying both inequalities, the interior point algorithm might fail Since we included these constraints, the convex combination of feasible 0-1 solutions comprising up to two elements yields a point in the (relative) interior of the convex hull of all feasible 0-1 solutions which is also strictly feasible for all relaxations building on this initial relaxation. This point is usually not close to the center of the polytop and hence not well suited for selecting "good" violated inequalities. To generat a point closer to the center we include a number of solutions with large support in the convex combination. These are constructed, starting from any pair of one or two items, by iteratively adding elements with cyclically increasing indices. The resulting point is used to start the interior point algorithm and to choose among several violated inequalites by the geometric approach that we introduced for max-cut
Generic inequalities
A generic way to improve initial relaxations is to add valid inequalities for unconstrained 0-1 quadratic programming. These are certainly valid for constrained cases as well. In practice we do this with constraints corresponding to the triangle inequalities in the max-cut setting,
This generic approach already leads to significant improvements of the initial relaxation (see columns SQK2 and Ameq. of Table 2 ). These inequalities alone do in general not sffice to close the gap between feasible solution and upper bound.
ne also needs problem pecific cutting planes
Linear Cutting planes
For «H", let
be the linear knapsack polyhedron. A first class of inequalities is constructed by choosing a subset T of all elements that fit into the knapsack. These retain their weights as coefficients. Each remaining element is assigned, as a new weight, the amount by which the weight of the iem and the subset exceeds the knapsack capacity. This value coincides with the coefficient that one obtains from lifting the inequality X^'P Sie according to any ordering of the items not contained in T. The idea of weight nequalities can be extended to more general cas. Instead o working with the original weights of the items, we introduce "relative" weights and derive an analogon of weight inequalities for these relative weights the extended weight inequality with respect to T z}
Lema 4.2 /3#/(weight inequalities) Let T C l,.n} with r
This inequality can be extended by standard lifting echniques. For a given ordering of the items in {1 . ,n}\(TU/U{z}) one can step by step compute the maximum coefficient so that the lifted inequali remains valid in polynomial time.
Separation of weight and extended weight inequalities.
The most difficult part in the separation process is the construction of promising sets T (and /). Once these are fixed the coefficients can be computed by a lifting procedure. Each of these inequalities can be represented in the Y-space by the techniques discussed before. On account of Lemma 4.1 it sffices to consider the representations arising from multiplication with j/, or (1 j/). It is quite unlikely that quadratic representations of weight or extended weight inequalities are violated by some Y* i all the variables in the support of the inequality attain small values. This motivates the search for inequalities whose support is contained in the set of variables with large Yjvalues. In a first step we interpret the variables Y,, as variables y, . . ,y n of a linear problem, see lemmas 4.2 and 4.3. We sort them by value in nonincreasing order For ater reference we denote this order by the symbol yo-We first determne the aximal number ko uch that the first ko elements (with espect to -) have eight not greater than b. These ko indices form the set T of a weight inequaliy. In order to construct extended weight inequalities we choose for every k > k the k first elements with espect to -o-This forms the set Sk-We sort the elements of with respect to nondecreasing weights and determne the maximal number h such that the first lements have weight not greater than b. This defines the set S£. If k 1 and S£ is contained in S£_, we proceed to index k + 1. Otherwise every partition of S^ into feasible sets T and / according to Lemma 4.3 gives rise to an extended weight inequality: We lift the elements not in Sj following the order ~o; the item z is the first element of this order.
To generate promising starting sets for j/j-representations of linear knapsack inequalities it seems easonable to work with variables Yj rather than Ya. The procedures outlined before can be easily adapted to this situation. One replaces by an appropriate order. Experimental results show the efficacy of this approach (see column lin. cuts of Table 2 )
Quadratic cutting planes
The linear knapsack polytope PLK is a convenient starting point for deriving cutting planes because it is well studied in the literature. However, the correct obect to study is the corresponding quadric polytop
The following lemma introduces a family of polytopes which are relaxations of We apply the separation routines for weight and extended weight inequalites for the point with components j E and Ya V.
Early separation and restart fails
Although we know a feasible starting point which seems to be reasonably centered with respect to PQK , the early separation approach described for max-cut fails in the case of the quadratic knapsack problem. The reason for this failur is that the analytic center of an initial relaxation is in general not in the interior of PQ-Even when starting from a feasible point inside PQK the iterates leave PQK early on their way to the central ath. At this early stage the central path ay guide the iterates into a direction that differs substantially from the cost function. The inequalites cutting off the current ierate may not cut off the optimal solution of the elaxation. In consequence we only call our separation procedures for the optimal solution of the relaxation.
For the same reason the two approaches for restarting that we suggested for max-cut do not work for the quadratic knapsack problem. Since violated inequalities may cut off large parts of the old central path the stored iterates may not be feasible or may not be close to the new central path any longer Similarly, the straight line towards the feasible starting point will have little in common with the central path either. Indeed, the most successful strategy was to restart every time from scratch. onclusions We presented interior point based implementations of cutting plane algorthms for semidefinite relaxations of max-cut and quadratic 0-1 knapsack. Both problems are strongly related yet exhibit significant differences in their algorithmical behavior. The conclusions we can draw from these two implementations are ambivalent W solve the maximum weight matching problem using routines from the LEDA package 1]
On the one hand semidefinite relaxations of constrained quadratic 0-1 pro gramming problems are of high quality in practice. This is true even for generic relaxations without additional problem specific knowledge. The improvement obtained by adding the problem independent triangle inequalities to the ini tial semidefinite relaxation of the quadratic knapsack problem indicates that any progress with respect to the separation of max-cut will be of general use. However, it is already unlikely that, for instance, the clique inequalities can be separated efficiently.
On the other hand the solution of semidefinite relaxations via interior point methods is very expensive because each iteration requies the factorization of a dense positive definite matrix whose dimension equals the number of constraints Therefore the problem of selecting a small efficient set of cutting planes from the large number of violated inequalites is of special importance. Although the heuristic rules that w presented seem to work surprisingly well, there is still a need for theoretical nvestigations of the quality of cutting planes and relaxations If the central path remains within the underlying combinatorial polyhedron for a long time the possibility of early separation and fast restart makes interior point methods an attractive choice in spite of the high computational cost. However, the generic semidefinite relaxation for constrained quadratic 0-1 programming does not have this property.
The knapsack specific cuttng planes are of general value snce they can be applied whenever some constraint with positive coefficients appears in some constrained quadratic 0-1 programming problem. If several inequalities are present it may be difficult or impossible to keep all coefficients positive. What are good initial relaxations in this case? The presence of several inequalities offers number of other possibilities, as well.
For constrained quadratic 0-1 programming in general it will not be possibl to construct an initial feasible solution. In this case an infeasible method or a skew symmetric embedding [6] has to be used. Is it possible to develop good restart procedures for these methods?
Real world applications of quadratic 0-1 programming typically involve thousands of variables and have sparse cost matrices. As of today interior point methods do not allow to exploit structure or sparsity of the cost matrix in semidefinite relaxations and time limits bound the number of constraints. Therefore the solution of such problems with interior point methods is still far away. For these applications other algorithms, yielding rough approximations to the optimal solutions only, may turn out to be more successful. None the less interior point methods form an ideal basis for studying the relationship between a combinatorial optimization problem, its semidefinie relaxation, and the corresponding cutting planes plications to combiatoril optimization. SIAM J. Optimiztion, Table 3 Cutting planes used. The numbers corrspond o the solution given in column matching of Table 2 . knapsack refers to ^epresentations of the original knapsack constraint triangle gives the number of triangle inequaliies, weight is the number of weight inequalities in ^representation. ext. weight refers to the ^representations of extended weight inequalites, and matching to the number of matching inequalities
